ACCOMMODATION IN LUXURIOUS TENTED SUITES
Mwiba Lodge has a total of 10 tented suites named in Kiswahili from one to ten as
follows:
#1

moja

#6

sita

#2

mbili

#7

saba

#3

tatu

#8

nane

#4

nne

#9

tisa

#5

tano

# 10

kumi

Each of the bedrooms can be configured as either a king or twin and the bed area
is encompassed generously by a linen mosquito net.
KING BED

TWIN BED

In the event that a triple configuration is required, the sofa in the lounge area of
the tented suite can be made up as an additional single bed. This is suitable to
accommodate a child of 15 years or younger. In the event that the sofa is used as
a bed, a portable mosquito net is hung.

The lodge has a portable cot available which can be used for an infant of 2 years
or younger. It comes with a fitted mosquito net.
Of the 10 tented suites, there are 2 pairs that are adjoining and suitable to
accommodate guests who are traveling together. Suite # 2 mbili and # 3 tatu
connect as does # 8 nane and # 9 tisa.
The raised decks of these particular tented suites that are adjoining have been
connected by wooden walkways to allow easy access between the suites thus
making them ideal for families traveling with younger children.
SUITE MBILI & TATU

The walkway between suite mbili and suite tatu is somewhat exposed and would
not be suitable for children of toddler age to pass across unattended.
The connection between suite nane and suite tisa is comparatively closer with a
wooden doorway providing access through a stone privacy wall linking the decks
directly.
SUITE NANE & TISA

Please do note however that due to the rocky undulating nature of the site of
Mwiba Lodge we would not recommend children younger than 10 years of age
staying in the adjoining suite without an older sibling, parent or adult.
Each tented suite is identical in its layout, the standard of furnishings is consistent
and both suites have sufficient privacy. Should two couples or adult guests
traveling together wish to be accommodated close to each other, these adjoining
suites are also perfectly appointed to be used as such.
We will only ever accommodate guests from a combined party in the adjoining
pairs of suites.

